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Abstract
Using global and local reactivity descriptors of DFT and MO theory, in this work, we obtained a nice correlation between theoretically
computed and experimentally determined drug activities (MIC). This study once again reveals the fundamental statement of theoretical chemistry
that “the structure of a molecule determines its electronic wave function which in turn determines many of its physicochemical properties”. It
is reasonable to suppose that the biological activity of molecules its potency as a drug for examples will also, often enough, be dependent upon
the molecular electronic wave function. It is possible in principle to determine any molecular property that is ultimately dependent upon the
molecule’s electronic ground state wave function. In practice this can sometimes be achieved using rigorous procedures.
Abbreviations: QSAR: Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship; QC: Quantum-Chemical; EHT: Extended Hückel Theory; CNDO: Complete
Neglect of Differential Overlap; INDO: Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap; MINDO: Modified Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap;
MNDO: Modified Neglect of Diatomic Overlap; AM1: Austin Model 1; PM3: Parametric Model 3; RHF: Restricted Hartree-Fock level.

Introduction
Years of cumulative research can result in the development of
a clinically useful drug, providing either cures from a particular
disease or symptomatic relief form a physiological disorder. A dug,
with a diseased pharmacological activity may have associated
with some undesirable side effects which limits its’ use. Current
research reveals that the function of a drug may associate with
its structural features. Computational theoretical chemistry
is a branch of chemistry that uses theoretical studies to assist
in solving chemical problems. It uses the results of theoretical
chemistry, incorporated into efficient computer programs, to
calculate the structures and properties of molecules and solids.
While its results normally complement the information obtained
by chemical experiments, it can in some cases predict hitherto
unobserved chemical phenomena. It is widely used in the design
of new drugs and materials.
Now a day, the synthesis of novel pharmacologically active
molecules with reduced toxicity is of prime interest. Recently,
QSAR has gained importance in the field of pharmacological
sciences [1]. Quantitative structure Activity relationships (QSAR)
are predictive tools for a preliminary evaluation of the activity
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of chemical compounds by using computer-aided models. The
computational chemist can assist the experimental chemist or
it can challenge the experimental chemist to find entirely new
chemical objects.The Hohenberg and Khon theorm based DFT
[2-4] provide a major boost to the computational chemistry.
The performance of DFT method in description of structural,
energetic and magnetic molecular properties has been reviewed
quite substantially in recent time.
DFT methods are in general capable of generating a variety
of isolated molecular properties [5-12]. The commercial
exploitation of organic compounds as a medicinal drug for
examples is likely to require, at some stage of its development,
the determination of biological or chemical activities or
properties related to the intended end use of the compound. It
is desirable therefore to have at hand relatively straightforward
and inexpensive procedures enabling the efficient and accurate
prediction of a molecular activity or property especially when
its direct measurement by experiment is, for one reason or
another, to be avoided if at all possible. The procedures that are
conventionally used for indirect determinations of activities
make use of molecular “descriptors” which include suitable
001
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molecular properties and physical-organic constructs obtained
from both experimental and computational sources. Molecular
descriptors are ultimately related to molecular structure. Hence
the relationships between activities and the descriptors on which
they depend are generally known as Quantitative StructureActivity Relationships (QSARs) or Quantitative StructureProperty Relationships (QSPRs) depending upon whether
the property of interest is to be characterized as biological or
nonbiological, respectively.
The structure of a molecule determines its electronic wave
function which in turn determines many of its physicochemical
properties. It is reasonable to suppose that the biological
activity of molecules its potency as a drug for examples will
also, often enough, be dependent upon the molecular electronic
wave function. It is now possible to perform accurate ab
initio calculations routinely on molecules of moderate size at
reasonable cost. Thus, it would clearly be advantageous to have
available a procedure for estimating a molecular activity or
property from descriptors which are derived from, and in turn
characterize, the electronic wave function of a molecule.

It is possible in principle to determine any molecular property
that is ultimately dependent upon the molecule’s electronic
ground state wave function. In practice this can sometimes
be achieved using rigorous procedures. It can, for instance, be
achieved for certain properties using quantum-mechanical
expectation values. But when rigorous procedures are difficult
or virtually impossible then it is necessary to use either a less
rigorous model calculation or to use the Quantitative structure–
activity relationship or Quantitative structure–property
relationship methods.

Quantitative
structure–activity
relationship
(QSAR)
techniques increase the probability of success and reduce time
and cost involvement in drug discovery process [13,14]. In
this work, a correlation between the DFT descriptors and the
drug activity of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones has been
discussed. The aim of the present work is to explore the efficacy
of the DFT based descriptors to provide some relationship by
which the biological activity of hypothetical molecule can be
measure prior to their synthesis. This technique shall reduce the
drug discovery coast, time and efforts. In recent year heterocyclic
compounds analogues of benzothaizoles and derivatives have
attracted strong interest due to their useful biological and
pharmacological properties. The chemistry of quinazolinones is
interested because of its biological significance. Many of them
shows antifungal [15], antibacterial [16], anticancer[17] antiinflammatory,[18] anticonvulsant [19] and antiproliferative
activities as well as inhibitory effects for thymidylate synthase
and poly-(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) [20]. Quinazolin1-one derivatives are also found to be tranquilizer, antiallergic
agent, an antiulcer agent and antiasthmatic agent.
Quantum-chemical (QC) calculations are a key element in
biological research [21]. When constantly tested for their range
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of validity QC methods provide a description of how molecules
interact and form their three-dimensional shape, which in turn
determines molecular function. They can aid the formulation
of hypotheses that provide the connecting link between
experimentally determined structures and biological function.
QC calculations can be used to understand enzyme mechanisms,
hydrogen bonding, polarization effects, spectra, ligand binding
and other fundamental processes both in normal and aberrant
biological contexts. The power of parallel computing and
progress in computer algorithms are enlarging the domain
of QC applications to ever more realistic models of biological
macromolecules.

The key insight of chemistry is the relationship between
molecular structure and molecular function. We use the details
of molecular structure to predict the properties of molecules.
Medicinal chemistry is a particularly glaring example of our use
of structure-function relationships. There is a tremendous need
to be able to quickly design new drugs for curing human disease.
The rapid prediction of the activities of compounds for use as
drugs and the discovery of new compounds is an important
goal. Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships, or QSAR
[22] enables us to predict the properties of compounds and are
a quantitative expression of structure-function relationships.
QSAR has been responsible for the rapid development of many
new drugs.
An example of a QSAR study is the narcotic activity of esters,
alcohols, ketones, and ethers with tadpole. In this study various
organic compounds were added to water with swimming
tadpoles. The swimming speed of the tadpoles was observed
and the amount of the compound that was necessary to slow the
tadpoles swimming was determined. A very effective compound
has a very low concentration for the production of the desired
effect. In QSAR studies we often like to have the more effective
compounds have a higher “activity,” not a lower. Therefore, it is
very common to transform the concentration for a desired effect,
C, to an activity by:
A = log(1/C) (1)

The log(1/C) value increases with compound efficacy.

The genesis of QSAR is from physical organic chemistry and
linear free energy relationships. The first such studies were
done by L. P. Hammett [23]. His goal was to uncover the effects
of electronic structure on organic reactivity. A short discussion
of his work will be instructive as we start to understand the
foundations of QSAR. Hammett’s first studies were to understand
the effect of electron withdrawing and donating groups on the
pKa’s of substituted benzoic acids, Hammett first wanted to
develop a descriptor that described inductive substituent effects.
He compared the log Ka for a variety of substituted benzoic
acids with the log KaH for unsubstitued benzoic acid to define the
substituent constant σ.
σ = log Ka - log KaH			
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σ, the Hammett constants for meta and para substituents. He
then postulated that other properties, other than acidity, would
be likewise effected by the same substituent effects, and that
these other properties would follow the relationship
log (property) = ρ σ + cst (3)

In other words, the expected function was a linear
relationship with the ρ inductive constant.

Hammett obtained the equation from the relationship
between Gibbs free energy and the equilibrium constant for a
reaction,
ΔrG = - RT ln Keq

(4)

Semi-empirical methods can be used to calculate quantum
chemical descriptors [24]. A number of semi empirical methods
have been developed over the last several decades. To name
but some of the most popular extended Hückel theory (EHT)
[25], complete neglect of differential overlap (CNDO) [26]
intermediate neglect of differential overlap (INDO),[27]modified
INDO- (MINDO), [28]modified neglect of diatomic overlap
(MNDO),[29] Austin model 1 (AM1), ),[30] and parametric
model 3 (PM3) [31].

The density functional theoretical parameters

Given the electron density function p(r) in a chemical system
(atom or molecule) and the energy functional E(p), the chemical
potential, µ of that system having N number of electrons in
equilibrium has been defined as the derivative of the energy with
respect to the number of electrons at fixed molecular geometry.
The chemical potential [32], µ, is given by
µ = [δE(p) / δp] (5)

The differential definition more appropriate to atomic
system is
µ = [∂E / ∂N]v (6)

Then following Iczkowski and Margrave [33], Parr and
Pearson [34] defined the electro negativity as the additive
inverse of the chemical potentialχ=−µ

(7)

or, χ = − [∂E/∂N] v

(8)

and the absolute hardness, η, as

η = ½[∂µ/∂N] v = ½[∂2E/∂N2)] v (9)

The softness is defined as inverse of hardness (S=1/η).

Parr and Pearson [34] invoking the calculus of finite
difference approximation suggested the approximate and
operational formulae of electro negativity and hardness as under.
χ = (I + A)/2

(10)

η = (I – A)/2 (11)

where I and A are the first ionization potential and electron
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affinity of the chemical species. Pearson [35] proceeded further
to evaluate I and A in terms of orbital energies of the highest
occupied molecular orbital, HOMO and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital, LUMO as
χ = (€HOMO –€LUMO)/2 (12)

η = (-€HOMO + –€LUMO)/2 (13)

The electrophilicity, ω is a descriptor of reactivity that allows
a quantitative classification of the global electrophilic nature
of a molecule within a relative scale. Parr et al. [36] suggested
that electro negativity squared divided by hardness measures
the electrophilic power of a ligand its prosperity to “soak up”
electrons.
Thus,

ω = μ2/2η (14)

It is further anticipated that electrophilicity,ω should be
related to electron affinity, because both ω and electron affinity
measures capacity of an agent to accept electrons. Electron
affinity reflect capability of an agent to accept only one electron
from the environment, whereas electrophilicity index measures
the energy lowering of a ligand due to maximal electron flow
between the donor and acceptor. The electron flows may be
either less or more than one. Thus the electrophilicity index
provides the direct relationship between the rates of reaction
and the electrophilic power of the inhibitors [37].

Fukui functions play a prominent role in the field known
as conceptual Density Functional Theory (DFT). Parr and Yang
[38] based on the original ideas of Fukui [39], introduced fukui
function which reflect the response of a molecular system towards
a change in the number of electrons (Ne) of the molecular system
under consideration .The fukui functions is a measure of local
reactivity and defined as:
f (r) = (∂ρ (r) /∂N )v (15)

where ρ(r) is the electron density.

Parr et al. [38] gave us the statement “the preferred direction
is the one with largest f(r) at the direction side” and their firm
prediction was –
Governing electrophilic attack f- (r)= [ ∂ ρ (r) / ∂N]- v (16)
Governing nuclophilic attack f+ (r)= [ ∂ ρ (r) / ∂N] +v (17)
Governing nutral attack f 0(r)= [ ∂ ρ (r) / ∂N] 0v (18)

These three cases have μs> μr, μs< μr and μs~ μr.

A “frozen core” approximation reveals dρ = dρvalue in each
case and therefore governing electrophilic attack, f- (r) ≈ ρ
(HOMO) (r) (19 ),
governing nuclophilic attack, f +(r) ≈ ρ (LUMO) (r) (20 ),

and governing neutral attack, f 0(r) ≈ ½[ρ (HOMO) (r) + ρ
(LUMO) (r)] (21).
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Method of Computation
We have used semi-empirical computational procedure,
AM1 [31] to compute the orbital energies (HOMO, LUMO). Side
by side we have also adopted a sophisticated ab-initio quantum
chemical calculation procedure to compute the orbital energies
(HOMO, LUMO). To be more specific, the planar structure of
each of the substituted biphenyls was drown on the programme
ArgusLab4.0.1[40] and geometry optimization was carried out
at the restricted Hartree-Fock level (RHF) using STO-3G minimal
basis set to compute the orbital energies (HOMO, LUMO) using
AM1 procedure[31]. The ab-initio values are obtained when
geometry optimization of the planar structure of each of the
substituted biphenyls were carried out at restricted HartreeFock level (RHF) using STO-3G minimal basis set on the Hyper
Chem 8.06 software [41].
The Ionization energies and electron affinities are calculated
using the Koopmans theorem. The hardness value was calculated
using Parr and Pearson method [34]. The electrophilicity index
was calculated using the Parr et al’s formula [36]. HOMO and

LUMO Eigen functions obtained in the AM1 calculations were
used to compute the fukui functions using Parr et al formulae
[38].

Results and Discussion

A look on the Tables 1a &1b reveal that, in both computational
procedure-first principle and AM1, the ionization energy is
maximum in the case of chloro substituted Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one and it is minimum in case of Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one. Further scrutiny of the table reveals that the electron
affinity is maximum for NH2 substituted Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one.and minimum for Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one
The electro negativity is maximum for Cl substituted Benzo[f]
quinazolin-1(2H)-one and minimum for OH Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one. The hardness is maximum for Cl substituted and
minimum f Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one or OH substituted.
The chemical potential is maximum for OH substituted Benzo[f]
quinazolin-1(2H)-one
Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one.and
minimum for H Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one.

Table 1a: Global reactivity parameters computed using ab-initio method (minimal STO-3G basis set).
Substitution

I

A

η

χ

µ

s

ω

Cl

5.041498

-5.255666

7.6692813

-0.10708

0.107084

0.13039

0.000748

OH

4.682813

-5.706444

5.1946285

-0.51182

0.511816

0.192507

0.050428

-0.46705

0.467046

87.68469

CH3

4.668406

NH2

-5.657965

4.743975

H2

-5.669737

0.47845

-0.455641

7.4973885
5.2068561
0.0114045

-0.49478
-1.90911

0.49478

0.13338

1.909107

0.192054

Table 1b: Global reactivity parameters computed using AM1 method (minimal STO-3G basis set).

0.016326
0.349989
9.559205

Substitution

I

A

η

χ

µ

s

ω

Cl

0.316029

0.03031

0.1428595

0.17317

-0.17317

0.07143

0.104955

OH

0.312959

0.026378

0.1432905

0.169669

-0.16967

0.071645

0.100451

1.08

0.45564

0.0114045

CH3

0.309136

NH2

0.0234

0.293187

H2

0.17939

0.143016

0.320688

0.0568985

0.236289

But we have surprisingly noted that the electro negativity
value of all compounds studied by first principle on the minimal
basis set STO-3G is negative. These do not agree with our
normal experiences. We have thus adopted semi-empirical AM1
calculation on the same compounds. The semi-empirical results
are discussed on the foregoing sections.
Table 2: Computed f+ and f- of Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one.
Atom

f+

f-

1C

0.0796863

0.0166002

3C

0.2335747

0.3788973

2C
4C
5C
6C

004

1.1839402
0.0129825
0.281671
0.102358

0.1041614
0.1864907
0.035822

0.0386898

0.467046

7C

-0.32069

0.071508

-0.23629

0.028449

-0.46705

0.0181

0.005702

8C

0.128233

10C

0.054982

9C

11C

12N

0.075349
0.552856

9.559205

0.1178503
0.2212841
0.2495754
0.1653033
5.002E-05

0.1080483

0.091856

0.1486848

0.012968

15O

0.153532

16N

2.076404

0.0043

13C

14N

0.359543

0.007885

0.0250097
0.0009298
0.002026

A look on Table 2 reveals that the centre 2C has the
maximum f+ value and the centre12N has the minimum f+
value. Also it is found that the centre11C has the maximum fvalue and the centre 15O has the minimum f- value in case of
Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one. A look on Table 3 reveals that
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the centre 4C has the maximum f+ value and the centre…17C has
the minimum f+ value. Also it is found that the centre 3C has the
maximum f- value and the centre 6C has the minimum f-value in
case of Cl substitution Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one.
Table 3: Computed f+ and f- of Cl substituted Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one.

Table 5: Computed f+ and f- of CH3 substituted Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one.

Atom

f+

f-

Atom

f+

f-

1C

0.116826

0.0054301

1c

0.128038

0.0069766

3C

0.160889

0.3639069

3c

0.167036

0.3831293

2C
4C
5C
6C
7C
8C
9C

10C
11C

12N
13C

0.376988
0.405242
0.036297
0.174565
0.133548
0.003005
0.237999
0.06567

0.0724655
0.3479565
0.0034025
0.1742141
0.0855259
0.0334839

0.129912
0.001579
f+

1C

0.039954

2C

0.121353

0.0050872

17N

0.006744
0.444466

0.0023999
0.0379992
0.0370742
0.006924

Table 6: Computed f+ and f- of OH substituted Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one.

0.3993069

0.0445463

16N

0.1849585

0.158451

0.000205

0.000627

0.0918481

3C

0.1142965

0.032995

0.0538235

0.4127897

0.105997

15O

0.1514514

0.0011194

9C

14N

0.0756169

0.142504

0.1103156

0.006221

0.00028

0.0697504

1C

0.378363

0.001308

0.102256

0.1462723

0.000592

7C

13C

17C

0.09566

0.0094738

f-

0.3396429

12N

15O

0.021311

0.3513164

f+

0.32693

11C

13C

0.015958

0.0598822

Atom

0.029505

0.069843

11c

0.086563

0.3291785

f-

6C

10C

0.251326

16N

0.035086

0.224308

0.001525

0.0348517

0.0348306

0.266361

8C

9c

0.147747

0.254817

4C
5C

8c

0.163996

14N

0.3044684

0.01245

7c

0.044082

0.0038072

0.042367

3C

6c

0.033609

12N

Table 4: Computed f+ and f- of NH2 substituted Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one.
Atom

5c

0.0481077
0.1685435

0.167369

4c

0.362923

10c

0.09623

16N

2c

0.175745

0.0853258

0.023318
0.279884

17Cl

0.3162192

0.015459

14N
15O

0.0226466
0.048609

2C
4C
5C
6C

0.29515

0.265154

12N

0.0010309

14N

0.0425444

16N

0.0122715

0.011956

9C

0.0943777
0.0311176

0.117388
0.031383

8C
10C

0.2158849

0.250932

7C

0.1697801

A look on Table 4 reveals that the centre 17N has the
maximum f+ value and the centre 11C has the minimum f+ value.
Also it is found that the centre 3C has the maximum f- value and
the centre 1C has the minimum f-value in case of NH2 substitution
Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one. A look on Table 5 reveals that the
005

centre 2C has the maximum f+ value and the centre 8C has the
minimum f+ value. Also it is found that the centre 3C has the
maximum f- value and the centre 1C has the minimum f-value in
case of CH3 substitution Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one .

11C
13C

15O
17O

0.044624
0.018708
0.013199
0.029752
0.095366
0.288144

0.3043295
0.0444163
0.3407086
0.0152028
0.1347864
0.0672088
0.1009613
0.174481
0.044224

0.0907584
0.2000193
0.002006

0.085724

0.0311351

0.025947

0.0087636

0.125791

0.040572

A deeper look on the Tables 3-6 reveals that the fukui
functions on the different atoms of the molecules studied depends
upon the substituents. The nucleophilic fukui functions of the
12 N atom varies in the following order- Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one OH->Cl>CH3>H>NH2 Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one
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.The electrophilic fukui function of the 12 N atom varies in the
following order- H>NH2l>CH3>Cl>OH Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)one .The nucleophilic fukui function of the 14 N atom varies in
the following order- Cl>CH3>OH>H>NH2 Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one. The electrophilic fukui function of the 14 N atom
varies in the following order- H>Cl>CH3>OH>NH2 Benzo[f]
quinazolin-1(2H)-one. The nucleophilic fukui function on the
15 O atom varies in the following order-OH-Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one>Cl-Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one>CH3Benzo[f]
quinazolin-1(2H)-one >H- Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one>NH2Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one.
The electrophilic fukui function on the 15 O atom varies
in the following order-CH3 Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one >Cl
Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one >OH Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)one >NH2>H Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one. The nucleophilic
fukui function on the 16N atom varies in the following order-

Cl- Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one> Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one>OH- Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one >CH3- Benzo[f]
quinazolin-1(2H)-one> NH2- Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one.
The electrophilic fukui function on the 16N atom varies in the
following
order-NH2Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one>OHBenzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one>CH3 Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)one >Cl- Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-one> Benzo[f]quinazolin1(2H)-one.
We have found a linear correlation between the global
reactivity parameters of conceptual density functional theory
and their drug activities.

We have correlated the global reactivity parameters of
conceptual density functional theory with the drug activities
of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones. We have found excellent
correlation between the global hardness of the molecules and
their drug activity.
Our suggested ansatz for the drug activity are-

Drug Activity = -0.1289ηab-initio + 1.1378 (22)
Drug Activity =-0.1919 χab-initio +0.3446
Drug Activity = 0.1919 μab-initio +.3446

(24)

Drug Activity = 0.081ωab-initio + 1.3171 (25)
Drug Activity = 0.0086Sab-initio + 0.3268 (26)
And using AM1 reactivity parameters

Drug Activity = -6.00386ηAM1 + 1.0789 (27)
Drug Activity =2.2924 χAM1 +0.1481 (28)

Drug Activity = -2.2924 μAM1 -0.1481 (29)

Drug Activity = 0.0894ωAM1 + 0.2604 (30)
Drug Activity = 0.0688SAM1 + 1.0789 (31)

006

(23)

Table 7a: Comparative study of the computed activity value (using abinitio hardness data) of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones along with
their experimental counterparts.
Substitution

η(abinitio)

Activity(Computed)

Activity
(Experimental)

Cl

7.6692813

0.14922964

0.025

OH

5.1946285

0.468212386

0.48

CH3
NH2
H

7.4973885

0.171386622

5.2068561

0.466636249

0.0114045

0.178
0.63

1.13632996

1.08

Table 7b: Comparative study of the computed activity value (using
AM1 hardness data) of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones along with
their experimental counterparts.
Substitution

η(AM1)

Activity(Computed)

Activity
(Experimental)

Cl

0.1428595

0.221200134

0.025

OH

0.1432905

0.218612496

0.48

H

0.0114045

CH3
NH2

0.143016

0.220260539

0.0568985

0.178

0.737292786

0.63

1.010429663

1.08

Table 8a: Comparative study of the computed activity value (using
ab-initio electro negativity data) of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones
along with their experimental counterparts.
Substitution
Cl

χ(ab-initio)
-0.107084

Activity(Computed)

Activity (Experimental)

0.36514942

0.025

0.442817394

0.48

CH3

-0.4947795

0.439548186

NH2

-1.9091065

0.710957537

OH
H

-0.5118155

-0.4670455

0.434226031

0.178
0.63
1.08

Table 8b: Comparative study of the computed activity value (using
AM1 electro negativity data) of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones
along with their experimental counterparts.
Substitution

χ(AM1)

Activity(Computed)

Activity
(Experimental)

Cl

0.1731695

0.545385467

0.025

OH

0.1696685

0.537353473

0.48

H

0.4670455

1.219595786

CH3
NH2

0.320688

0.2362885

0.88382241

0.690193077

0.178
0.63
1.08

We have computed the drug activity of the Benzo[f]
quinazolin-1(2H)-ones using the above ansatz 1,2 and 4 and
6,7 and 9 and presented them in Tables 6-12. As the chemical
potential is the negative counterpart of electro negativity and the
softness is the inverse of hardness only, we have not considered
them for computing the activity value. A deep scrutiny of the
Tables 6-12 reveal that the theoretical activity value correlate
well with the experimental values. In the case of hardness, this
correlation is the best among the reactivity parameters in both
ab-initio and AM1 computed results. We have drown Figures 1 &
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2 to explore the correlation between theoretical computed and
experimentally determined drug activity value of the Benzo[f]
quinazolin-1(2H)-one using ab-initio and semi empirical
hardness values respectively. From Figures 1 & 2 we can see
that the activity data of the four compound correlate excellently
with the experimental values. In the case of AM1 hardness data
excellent correlation found in two values and other values fairly
correlate with the experimental data.
Table 9a: Comparative study of the computed activity value (using abinitio electrophilicity data) of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones along
with their experimental counterparts.

Substitution

A(abinitio)

Activity(Computed)

Activity (Experimental)

Cl

-5.255666

0.37978346

0.025

OH

-5.706444

0.316809773

0.48

CH3
NH2
H

-5.657965
-5.669737
-0.455641

0.32358229

0.321937741
1.050346952

0.178
0.63
1.08

Table 11b: Comparative study of the computed activity value (using
AM1 electron affinity data) of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones along
with their experimental counterparts.

Substitution

ω(ab-initio)

Activity(Computed)

Activity
(Experimental)

Substitution

A(AM1)

Activity(Computed)

Activity
(Experimental)

Cl

0.000747591

0.317160555

0.025

Cl

0.03031

0.252256418

0.025

OH

0.050428073

0.321184674

0.48

OH

0.026378

0.244361748

0.48

H

0.45564

1.106233992

CH3

0.016326135

NH2

0.349989286

H

9.559205008

0.318422417
0.345449132
1.091395606

0.178

CH3

0.63

NH2

1.08

Table 9b: Comparative study of the computed activity value (using
AM1 electrophilicity data) of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones along
with their experimental counterparts.
Substitution

ω(AM1)

Activity(Computed)

Activity (Experimental)

Cl

0.000747591

0.261068346

0.025

OH

0.050428073

0.305482697

0.48

CH3

0.016326135

NH2

0.349989286

H

9.559205008

0.274995565
0.573290422
8.806329277

0.0234

0.17939

0.23838252

0.551579242

0.178
0.63
1.08

0.178
0.63
1.08

Table 10a: Comparative study of the computed activity value (using
ab-initio ionization potential data) of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)ones along with their experimental counterparts.
Substitution

I(abinitio)

Activity(Computed)

Activity
(Experimental)

Cl

5.041498

2.086944741

0.025

OH

4.682813

2.022596652

0.48

CH3

4.668406

NH2

4.743975

H

0.47845

2.020012036
2.033569115
1.26833393

0.178

Figure 1: Comparative study of the computed activity value
(computed using corresponding ab-initio hardness value) of
the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones vis-à-vis their experimental
counterparts.

0.63
1.08

Table 10b: Comparative study of the computed activity value (using
AM1 ionization potential data) of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones
along with their experimental counterparts.
Substitution

I(AM1)

Activity(Computed)

Activity (Experimental)

Cl

0.316029

0.338293031

0.025

OH

0.312959

0.335346752

0.48

CH3
NH2
H

0.309136
0.293187
1.08

0.331677819
0.316371564
1.071476

0.178
0.63
1.08

Table-11a: Comparative study of the computed activity value (using
ab-initio electron affinity data) of the Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones
along with their experimental counterparts.

007

Figure 2: Comparative study of the computed activity value
(computed using corresponding AM1) hardness value of the
Benzo[f]quinazolin-1(2H)-ones vis-à-vis their experimental
counterparts.
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Conclusion
Using global and local reactivity descriptors of DFT and MO
theory, we have found a nice correlation between theoretically
computed and experimentally determined drug activities
(MIC). The fukui functions and local softness’s at different sites
changes with the change in substituents. This study once again
reveals the fundamental statement of theoretical chemistry
that “the structure of a molecule determines its electronic wave
function which in turn determines many of its physicochemical
properties”. It is reasonable to suppose that the biological
activity of molecules its potency as a drug for examples will also,
often enough, be dependent upon the molecular electronic wave
function. It is possible in principle to determine any molecular
property that is ultimately dependent upon the molecule’s
electronic ground state wave function. In practice this can
sometimes be achieved using rigorous procedures.
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